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I

’ll begin this year’s edition
With a personal admission
That this chronicle might start out somewhat terse.

It’s for those who lack persistence
For the whole of our existence,
I’ve condensed the year to just one single verse:
Our last family dog expired,
Neither Meem nor I retired,
And financial ties to boys are somewhat cut.
Warren thwarted home invaders,
Grant did work for store creators,
And poor Meemo crashed her bike and broke her butt.
Now for those with inclination
For more detailed information
There’s a batch of verses further that I’ve penned.
So sit back and take a minute
For the news contained within it
Might sequester your attention till the end.
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Though we’re not quite daily resters,
Once again we’re empty nesters,
Now that both the boys are in the house up north.
That’s where Warren’s mode of fending
Led to quite a happy ending
Just a couple days before July the Fourth.
He encountered after stopping
On the front porch after shopping
That the front door wasn’t locked as when he’d left.
He was faced with several choices
When he heard the female voices
In the process of a home invasion theft.
He discounted desperate measures,
When he saw who had his treasures
All in bags were disconcerted skinny teens.
His appearance stopped their laughter
When he started chasing after
His intruders with pronounced Somali genes.
After discomposed egressions
They discarded his possessions
Out the back through streets and alleys one by one.
So he followed electronics
And their oddly uttered phonics
As he gained on them while dialing 9-1-1.
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So the only way to move her
And the bike was a maneuver
That had insufficient room to not disturb
Her tranquility that faded
When the cycle separated
And her derriere made contact with the curb.
Then the SUV kept going
‘Round the corner without slowing
And the bike went down with scratches on the chrome.
And the accidental fracture
Of the last bones in her back sure
Made it difficult to ride the thing back home.
Warren got his windburn quota
On the plains of North Dakota,
Working 12 to 16 hours every day,
Supervising highway paving,
Making money he was saving,
Since he had no time to spend it anyway.
Now he’s back and has been learning
That he’s quite a hand at turning
On a lathe exquisite gifts for us and friends.
And sometimes I wonder whether
He and Grant will get together
To form Gardner Brothers Gorgeous Planes and Pens.
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This year’s summer recreation
In July on our vacation
Was a trip to Saratoga thanks to Quad,
Where our hiking culmination
Was Mt. Buck’s peak elevation,
And we made it all the way back down, thank God.
Since the wife and I are only
In the house, it’s far from lonely.
We get ready for each day in our own way.
Our routines are quite divergent;
For her, everything is urgent,
But then, I just wear the same thing every day.
During wardrobe plan revisions,
Meemo weighs the day’s decisions,
Such as should her hair be straight or maybe curled.
Still I’m oh so glad I found her
As I try to step around her
Scattered artifacts of life in Meemo’s World.
And the last remaining vestige
Of my poem here is the message
To our friends afar and also those nearby:
That we’re happy and we’re healthy;
Most importantly, we’re wealthy
In the kinds of things that money just can’t buy.
Copyright © 2011 Larry Gardner
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Warren, Larry, Marily and Grant
February 5, 2011
Milwaukee Public Museum
Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Merry Christmas and Happy New Year!
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